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School Swim Policy
The following policy covers the agreed policies and procedures for the delivery and attendance for Primary
Schools in Kirklees and KAL as the delivery provider.
1) BASIC ARRANGEMENTS
1.1

GENERAL

1.1.1 KAL School Swimming service is managed by KAL in partnership with Kirklees Council
1.1.2 This School Swimming Policy applies to all Kirklees schools taking pupils swimming to a as part of
their curriculum and extended curriculum and should not be considered in isolation from pool
safety operating documents.
1.1.3 KAL is responsible for the delivery of Kirklees Primary Schools and Special School swimming service
in line with Swim England School Swim Charter.
1.1.4 KAL will provide qualified swimming instructors and management to ensure the quality delivery of
the service.
1.1.5 Safety cover ratios of instructors/lifeguards to pupils are outlined in Section 2/3. These are
guidelines and the actual numbers must be determined by risk assessment.
1.1.6 This document is about programmed activities, i.e. those with a formal structure, are disciplined,
supervised or controlled and continuously monitored from the poolside. Un-programmed activities
are non-structured. These are normally controlled and supervised by qualified lifeguards for the
health and safety of the participant, as in public sessions.
1.2 CLASSES ATTENDING
Classes attending Kirklees Active Leisure Pools will not exceed MAXIMUM 40 pupils with the
exception of the following:I)
II)

Dewsbury Sports Centre & Batley Sports & Tennis Maximum 60 children
Ratios for School Swimming Delivery is 1:20 teacher / pupil ratio

1.2.1 Shared Use
KAL have reviewed the programmes for 2020/21 academic year to deliver all School Sessions
removing the shared pool space. KAL have implemented this as an increased measure during the
re-start of the service following COVID closures, shared pool use will be reviewed for future
programmes.

1.3

PUPILS / STUDENTS WITH:
SEND AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS
This section of guidance and principles applies to any pupils or students with a Disability or Special
Educational Needs or Medical Conditions whether they attend special or mainstream school.
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Pupils identified by the School as SEND or having Medical conditions should participate
in the PE Curriculum and extra-curricular sport including swimming, unless there are
valid and substantiated reasons why they cannot. E.g. the health and safety risks are too
great and cannot be controlled to an acceptable / manageable level (all avenues should
be explored).
1.3.1 Where there are pupils (individuals or groups) with SEND, the adult to pupil ratios will need to be
assessed separately prior to the commencement of the swimming programme. Some guidance
about ratios for distinct groups of swimmers with disabilities is provided in section 3. However the
actual ratios must be determined by the individual pupil / student risk assessments provided by the
school according to their individual needs taking into account issues such as their dignity and
needs, swimming ability, pool location, moving and handling considerations, emergency
arrangements and the health and safety of all parties.
1.3.2 It is the responsibility of the school Head teacher to ensure individual pupil risk assessments are
completed before the pupils’ first swimming lesson. Risk assessments should be carried out in
consultation with all relevant parties these may include KAL, SENCO, SSCO, Physio / Moving and
Handling Advisor (dependant on the individual circumstances). The assessments must be reviewed
on a regular basis (termly or as and when changes occur / notified) and in any case at the beginning
of each school year. It may also be necessary to share the contents of individual pupils’ risk
assessments with the KAL Operations Manager - with confidentiality maintained at all times.
1.3.3 The Adult in Charge accompanying the group must be familiar with details of the discussions and
agreement.
1.3.4 Many pupils / students with a Medical condition will already have in place an
Individual Health
Care Plan or similar document (drawn up by the school / medical /
parents etc) this can be used to
inform any individual pupil assessments necessary for swimming activities.
The principles for these pupils are similar to those outlined for Disabled or SEN with particular
emphasis on the medical condition and arrangements it could be as straight forward as ensuring
the pupil has access to their inhaler.
1.3.5 Where individual pupils require “moving and handling” this should be documented in their
individual risk assessment / handling plan. Any moving and handling of pupils / students must only
be undertaken by people who have received appropriate training and instruction i.e. safe
techniques and use of equipment. They should have sufficient knowledge of the individual child to
be moved and be fully aware of the contents of the risk assessments / handling plan. Generally this
duty will fall to the Adult in charge; however KAL staff will be responsible for the handling of the
pool equipment.
1.4

GENERAL SAFETY
When writing this policy guidance was taken from;
“Safe supervision for Teaching and Coaching Swimming” published by ISRM (second edition
October 2001 ISBN 1 900738 16 3).
“Managing Health & Safety in Swimming Pools – HSG179” published by HSE (forth edition 2018
ISBN 978 0 7176 2686 1).
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1.4.1 KAL will ensure that fully qualified Swimming Teachers will be available to deliver swimming lessons
to all Primary and Special Schools. The minimum qualifications are ASA Swimming Teacher’s
Certificate Level 2, or are a holder of the ASA Teachers Certificate (Swimming) (pre 01.09.94), or a
holder of the ASA Advanced Teacher Certificate (Swimming).
1.4.2 School Swimming Teachers must hold RLSS full Pool lifeguard qualification. School Swimming
Teachers must attend monthly IQL RLSS UK Ongoing Training and Competency Assessment.
In a case of cover required a Swimming Teacher lifeguard qualified instructor may deliver with an
accompanying lifeguard.
1.4.3 KAL will ensure that risk assessments have been completed regarding the use of swimming pools,
changing rooms (including public use) and the safety and supervisory requirements of all activities
in the pool.
1.4.4 All School Swimming Teachers must have an enhanced level DBS check. This is the responsibility of
the KAL.
1.4.5 It is the responsibility of Head Teachers to ensure an appropriate number of school staff
accompanies each class of pupils to the pool or an adult who is deemed to be competent by the
Head Teacher to lead this activity. This person will be designated as the Adult in Charge and not the
swimming teacher. The Adult in charge may also be required to work in partnership with the
School Swimming Teacher on matters of swimming class organisation and observer positioning
duties. It is the responsibility of the Head Teacher to ensure the Adult in charge is familiar with
the Adult in charge/Observer checklist. (Appendix 5)
1.4.6 Once the children are counted on the poolside the organisation and delivery of the swimming
lesson transfers to the School Swimming Teacher. However, duty of care remains with the Adult in
Charge and they may stop the swimming lesson at any time if they are concerned as to the safety
and effective management of the lesson. To carry out this function the Adult in Charge must remain
on the poolside during the lesson unless circumstances require the Adult in Charge to leave the
poolside.
1.4.7 All accompanying school staff who have pupils in their care have a Duty of Care during and after
the swimming lesson, and are responsible for the welfare and discipline of pupils at all times.
School staff accompanying children cannot delegate their responsibility to the School Swimming
Teacher. The Adult in Charge is responsible for ensuring that all School Swimming Teachers and
lifeguards are aware of any medical conditions of pupils.
1.4.8 The Adult in Charge must at no time be left solely in charge of a lesson but may support the
Swimming Teacher with delivery to pupils within the group; this is recognised as good practice.
1.4.9 KAL adopts the Safe practice in PE, School Sport & Physical Activity 2020.

1.5

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

1.5.1 The Adult in Charge is responsible for the safety and discipline of all pupils on the journey to the
pool, entering and leaving the pool hall and the return journey to school. (ref. 1.4.9). A register of
pupils attending the pool must be taken highlighting pupils that took part in swimming lessons.
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1.5.2 The Adult in Charge is responsible for:
 Pupils and adults on transport sanitise before entering the vehicle
 Pupils and adult entering ‘Swimming Pool’ facilities to sanitise on entrance.

1.6

CHANGING ROOMS

1.6.1 School staff must give careful consideration to the supervision of pupils in the changing rooms.
Wherever single sex changing facilities are provided, a responsible adult of the same sex
accompanying the children should undertake the supervision of the changing area. Where venues
have shared facilities then the Adult in Charge may choose to remain by the changing area whilst
the children change to ensure their well-being. Kirklees Active Leisure will, where possible, make
arrangements for separate school changing areas to be available; these will be both secure and
readily supervised by the Adult in Charge. Where this is not possible, this will be incorporated in
the appropriate risk assessments already carried out by the school.
1.7

POOLSIDE

1.7.1 Pupil’s ability must be assessed by a School Swimming Teacher on their first visit to the pool. Once
the School Swimming Teacher is confident in the ability or the safety of a pupil he or she may allow
that pupil into deep water in a safe manner.
1.7.2 Pupils will be taught safe methods of entry and exit from the swimming pool and all staff must
ensure they adhere to them at all times.
1.7.3 Pupils will be taught safe practice whilst on poolside and in the water.
1.7.4 Pupils must not enter the water until told to do so by a School Swimming Teacher.
1.7.5 Pupils must be instructed by all accompanying adults to walk on the poolside away from the pool
edge - running on poolside is strictly forbidden.
1.7.6 Lifesaving poles and rescue throw bags are placed around the pool at appropriate safety points.
Staff who are not competent to use rescue aids, should not do so.
1.7.7 Current Health and Safety Regulations on diving and water depth must be observed for each pool.
Schools Swimming Teachers must ensure that pupils and accompanying staff fully understand these
regulations.
1.7.8 Special arrangements as described in the relevant NOP/EAP may need to be made for pupils with
communication and/or sensory impairments with regard to Fire and Emergency Procedures.

1.8

DISTRIBUTION OF THIS POLICY DOCUMENT

1.8.1 This policy document must be distributed to the following service and people via the Kirklees
Business Solutions page:
https://kirkleesbusinesssolutions.uk/Services/4949.
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Kirklees Active Leisure
Head Teachers of all Schools
2.

RISK ASSESSMENTS

2.1

The circumstances of swimming lessons and the design of swimming pools vary greatly: A standard
solution to cover every pool is not practicable, so Risk Assessment is the essential first step – for
any pool, and certainly when setting up teaching or coaching.

2.1.2 Each KAL pool will have in place Generic Risk Assessments which address the specific hazards/risks
of that pool.
Often there will need to be more than one Risk Assessment to take account of exclusive use and
shared use and special needs cases to take into account individual pupil needs. These assessments
should be completed by the School Improvement Officer (PE), KAL, Swimming Teachers, Coaches,
School Teachers/Adults in Charge and others who bring groups to the pool. Each Risk Assessment
will follow the operational and safety guidelines contained in this document. Appendix 10

3.

TEACHER/PUPIL RATIOS

3.1

GENERAL

3.1.1 It is the primary duty of School Swimming Teachers to ensure that the identified ratios are complied
with during school swimming lessons.
3.1.2 Organisational demands may sometimes make the instructor; pupil ratios difficult to achieve. In
these circumstances there are a number of strategies that can help with the management of the
group. For example, another responsible person on the poolside who is a competent, or a member
of the school staff who is competent to recognise and respond to a pupil in difficulty, may provide
necessary supervision. They must always work under the supervision of the swimming teacher and
be absolutely clear on the nature and extent of their role. (see 1.4.8)
3.1.3 The following gives guidance to the Risk Assessor when determining ratios of pupils in the water.
These ratios take into account recommendations from the “Safe Supervision for Teaching and
Coaching Swimming”
https://www.somersetasa.org/sasa/media/archive1/general/SafeSupervisionofProgrammedSwimm
ingLessonsandTrainingSessions.pdf
be reduced subject to the findings of risk assessments:
Non-swimmers and beginners 1:20
These are young children, normally of primary school age, or adults being introduced to swimming.
1:20 ratios are for teaching pools or shallow end of pools, In addition, a competent person/observer
must work alongside the swimming teacher exclusively overlooking this group.
Or
1:12 if the competent person/observer is not exclusively overlooking this group. Swimming
teachers must work exclusively with this group
Improving swimmers 1:20
These are swimmers of a similar ability to each other who can swim at least 10 metres competently
and unaided on their front and back. It is recommended that the lesson be confined to an area of
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the pool where pupils are not out of their depth. If more than this number is exceeded, then the
swimming teacher must adopt strategies to help with the management of this group to ensure the
session can be safely conducted. (see 3.1.5.)
Mixed ability groups 1:20
Pupils with a range of ability (from improver standard to competent swimmers) but where the least
able and least confident are working well within their depth. Swimmers technique, stamina and
deep water experience should be considered. If more than this number is exceeded, then the
swimming teacher must adopt strategies to help with the management of this group to ensure the
session can be safely conducted. (see 3.1.5.)
Competent swimmers 1:20
Those swimmers who can swim at least 25 metres competently and unaided on front and back, and
can tread water for two minutes. If more than this number is exceeded, then the swimming teacher
must adopt strategies to help with the management of this group to ensure the session can be
safely conducted. (see 3.1.5.)

Swimmers with disabilities 1:8
(With an appropriate number of helpers). Each situation must be considered independently as
people with disabilities do not form a homogenous group. Care must be taken to ensure that there
are sufficient helpers in the water to provide a 1:1 ratio for those needing constant support and a
sufficient number of other helpers to provide the degree of support demanded by the range of
disabilities within the group. There are national organisations for specific disabilities from which
further guidance may be obtained.
The above gives guidance to the Risk Assessor when determining ratios of pupils in the water for
swimmers with disabilities.
4.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1

Kirklees Active Leisure is responsible for:












Management of the overall service and all partners.
Operate the KAL facility in accordance with the Management of Health & Safety in Swimming
Pools; including all Covid secure guidance.
Liaise with SPIE (School site facility operators) to ensure the operation of the school site
facilities in accordance with the Management of Health & Safety in Swimming Pools;
The effective and efficient operation of the swimming pools service in accordance with the
relevant NOP/EAP;
Monitoring and review of policy and practices and related guidance;
Work within the perimeters of all KAL policies and procedures.
Undertaking generic facility risk assessments in conjunction with the Kirklees Council excluding
individual special needs risk assessment.
Provide qualified swimming instructors for the delivery of the service. Deliver service specific
staff training to all new and existing swimming teachers.
Delivery of an annual training plan for all service delivery.
Provide management to complete regular observations and support for the service delivery.
Monitoring of training records and qualifications
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Planning and management of the School Swimming Service.
Liaise with all relevant partners on any ad hoc changes, requests or pool specific requirements.
Ensuring all relevant staff are aware of this policy and their roles and responsibilities
Ensure all Adult in charge to receive an Adult in charge checklist & site specific evacuation
procedure on an annual basis. Ref: Appendix 1

4.1.2 Lead School Swimming Teacher









Ensuring swimming lessons are delivered in accordance with the School Swimming Policy, the
relevant NOP/EAP
Provide support to swimming instructors with scheme of work, session planning.
Provide termly STATS to KAL Aquatics & Activity Manager on the progress of delivery.
Notifying KAL of any changes in work practices, which may prompt a review of the School
Swimming Policy, relevant NOP/EAP or Risk Assessments;
Regular inspection of all equipment and removal and replacement of suspect items;
Must know their role in an emergency.
Informing KAL of any accidents or incidents that have occurred at site on a daily basis.
Follow all KAL policies on safeguarding

4.1.3 Lead & School Swimming Teachers / Activators:















Support the Lead KAL swimming instructor at the allocated site
Support with planning evaluation of each session delivered.
Provide feedback on assessments to the Lead Swimming Instructor
The water safety of pupils and for liaising with pool staff to ensure a safe teaching environment;
Ensuring compliance with ratios and procedures before each lesson and in particular Risk
Assessments;
Ensuring that they are fully conversant with the relevant NOP/EAP and for each swimming pool
they work at;
Support the organising of the lesson, positioning of lane/width ropes and for checking the
position of safety aids and lesson equipment; wearing appropriate clothing, footwear, and
whistle.
Making all pupils aware of safe practices whilst on poolside and in the water, the geography of
the building, emergency whistle and fire procedures and deep and shallow areas of water;
Maintaining a group register, monitoring and assessing pupils' progress, record achievements
on completion of school swimming programme. Group registers must be available at the pool
for inspection.
Must know their role in an emergency.
Informing the Lead Swimming Teacher of any accidents or incidents that have occurred at site
on a daily basis.
Preparing schemes of work and delivering lesson plans appropriate to each swimming group;
Follow all KAL policies on safeguarding

4.1.4 Lifeguard is responsible for: (where shared use)
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Maintaining full observation of the pool and pool users at all times and undertaking a
headcount as determined by the NOP/EAP;
Liaising closely with Swimming Teachers and accompanying Adults in Charge on the safety of
pupils;
Operational control of the pool equipment;
Assisting with first aid cover and completing accident and incident forms.

4.1.5 The Head Teacher is responsible for ensuring that:



The “non-swimming” aspects of the sessions have been suitably risk assessed.
Transport – Individual risk assessments for the transport companies and the expectations
are available on:
https://kirkleesbusinesssolutions.uk/Services/4949.








Individual Risk Assessments for any pupils with disabilities / special needs / medical needs
are completed prior to the pupil attending their first lesson and:
Individual pupil risk assessments are carried out and shared in consultation with all relevant
parties
Adult in charge are aware of Risk Assessments.
Schools are responsible for only sending the agreed number of pupils to the school
swimming session, this is determined by the census information and agreed with KAL at the
start of each academic year.
Ensuring all relevant staff are aware of this policy and their roles and responsibilities.
Forwarding accident Report Forms (appendix 6) to Group Safety.

4.1.6 Adult in Charge is responsible for ensuring that they:















Adhere to Safe Practice Education, School Sport and Physical Activity
Appropriate clothing and footwear, whistle, any medical resources (e.g. inhalers).
Counts pupils in and out of the building on entering and leaving poolside plus records numbers
of pupils present at reception and in the swimming register.
Notifies swimming teacher of any pupils new to class and of any medical conditions.
Does not allow pupils on to poolside unless swimming teachers are present.
Is aware of safety regulations and emergency procedures at pool as outlined in the pools
relevant Pool Safety Operating Procedure
Assists/encourages with teaching and liaises with swimming teacher regarding pupils’ needs.
Ensures pupils are supervised in changing rooms and leave the pool on time.
Notifies the swimming teacher of any transport problems and also of any cancellations in
timetable.
Liaises with swimming teacher before any alterations to the swimming programme are made.
Have responsibility for the care and control of the pupils at all times.
Are aware of the Adult in charge/Observer checklist (Appendix 1) and are familiar with its
contents whilst at the pool.
Ensures pupils and adult on transport sanitise before entering the vehicle
Ensures pupils and adult entering ‘Swimming Pool’ facilities sanitise before entrance.

4.1.7 Special Support assistant is responsible for ensuring that they:
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Support their pupil(s) with changing and organisation.
Stays near to the pupil(s) on poolside, to support their learning.
Liaises with the swimming teacher regarding their pupils’ needs.
Are aware of individual Risk Assessments for special needs pupils.
Wear appropriate clothing and footwear;
Support a pupil on a one to one in the water, if required as outlined in 1.4.9.
Are aware of the Adult in charge/Observer checklist (Appendix 5) and are familiar with its
contents whilst at the pool

4.1.8 Transport








5.

KAL and WYCA will programme and provide the transport when required for Kirklees Primary
Schools.
Each Transport provider to complete a risk assessment which KAL will make available for all schools
via Kirklees Business Solutions.
Provision for transport will be managed on pupils numbers identified in the census and confirmed
at the start of each academic year.
WYCA will confirm school and pool transport times per programme to KAL. Adults & pupils using
school swimming transport must sanitise prior to accessing the vehicle, this will be the
responsibility of the adult in charge of the school group.
KAL to manage all communications between Schools and Transport providers.
Drivers will be required to wipe services such as handrails between each journey.
Schools must adhere to social distancing measures, including bubbles and multi bubbles as a
specialist education setting.
NON-PARTICIPATING PUPILS

5.1 Pupils not taking part in the swimming lesson should remain at school.

6.

ACCIDENT AND INCIDENT REPORTING PRECEDURES

6.1.1 Only qualified First Aiders should administer first aid to either staff or pupils.
6.1.2 Any members of staff discovering an injured person contacts immediately the duty First Aider. The
First Aider should assess the situation and should the situation arise where they are unable to deal
with the situation, they must summon an ambulance.
6.1.3 All accidents, incidents and near misses are recorded on the accident/incident report form. The
school swimming teacher, the teacher in charge and the member of KAL staff must have their name
logged on the form in section 2. The School can request a copy from the site management team,
however all details of KAL staff members must be blanked out before copying. The Lead School
Swimming Teacher in charge must follow their own Health and Safety procedures in accordance
with the LA. KAL lead swimming instructors must make sure they inform KAL of any
incidents/accidents.
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6.1.4 All completed accident report forms are passed to the Operations Manager, who checks and
authorises the form, and forwards it to HQ.
6.1.5 If the accident is reportable under RIDDOR. KAL Operations Manager will notify the appropriate
authorities.

7.

END OF TERM PROGRAMME

7.1

Only structured play/games sessions will be allowed. Prior arrangement for any request in change
in activity must be communicated to the KAL Aquatic, Sport & Activity Management with a
minimum of 4 weeks’ notice.

8.

SCHOOL SWIMMING FINANCE

8.1

School swimming financial information is provided in the Council’s trading services brochure as
follows:
'We provide swimming lessons for pupils in Key Stage 2 to fulfil the statutory requirements of the
Physical Education National Curriculum.
The swimming budget is a traded service which is charged to schools by formula which is the
number of pupils in years 3 and 4 and for Special Schools the formula is allocated against all the
planned places. The entitlement is the same for both, that is, a minimum of one year of swimming
tuition at Key Stage 2.
Key Stage 2 the charge based on £98.40 x the number of pupil’s age 7 & 8

9.

KAL SCHOOL SWIMMING DELIVERY
KAL School Swimming is registered as part of the Swim England school swim charter. It is a national
scheme developed specifically to meet the required outcomes of the national curriculum
programme of study for physical education, covering both water safety and learning to swim.
Annual delivery (definition of one year)
Weekly delivery: 25 / 30 minutes delivery per week 39 weeks
Intensive delivery: minimum 45 min delivery time 19 weeks
KAL aim to deliver the intensive delivery programme for 20/21 academic year over 15 weeks.

DEFINITIONS
KAL- Kirklees Active Leisure
DDA 1995 – Disability Discrimination Act 1995
SEND - Special Education needs & disabled Pupils
P.E. - Physical Education
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SENCO Special Education Needs Co-ordinator
Operation Manager – Kirklees Active Leisure facility manager
Head Teacher - KC Primary School Head Teacher
Adult in Charge – KC Primary School Teacher designated by Head Teacher
H&S Regs - Health & Safety Regulations
Pool Safety Operating Procedure - NOP and EAP (Normal Operating Procedures and Emergency
Action Plan.)
APPENDIX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KAL Adult In Charge document
KAL Incident Report form
KAL School Swimming Facility Awareness
KAL Systems, procedures & contacts
KAL Contact & Communications flow chart
6. KAL School Swimming Risk Assessment
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Appendix 1

KAL School Swimming Adult in Charge Checklist
It is the responsibility of the Head Teacher (or delegated school staff member in charge of school
swimming) to ensure that all ‘Adults in Charge’ are aware of their duties, and are confident in and
around the swimming pool before going to the pool for the first time and refresh their
understanding regularly.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Duties & Responsibilities
‘Adults in Charge’ must count pupils in and out of the building on entering and leaving, as well as
recording the number of pupils present with the centre and on the ‘KAL School Swimming Class Register’
‘Adults in Charge’ must notify KAL of any alterations/cancellation to the timetable (e.g. School not
attending due to Sports Days) with at least 7 days’ notice
‘Adults in Charge’ must notify the KAL School Swimming Teachers of any pupils who are new to class
‘Adults in Charge’ must make KAL School Swimming Teachers of any medical conditions or special
educational needs and update the ‘KAL School Swimming Class Medical/SEND Information Form’
‘Adults in Charge’ must ensure that they have any medication that pupils require during their swimming
lesson (e.g. inhalers)
‘Adults in Charge’ must ensure that pupils remove all jewellery and have correct swimwear (one piece
swimming costumes for girls and trunks or tight fitting shorts for boys)
‘Adults in Charge’ must not allow pupils onto poolside unless KAL School Swimming Teachers are present
‘Adults in Charge’ must take responsibility of the care, control and behaviour of pupils at all times (School
Swim Policy 1.4.9)
‘Adults in Charge’ must wear appropriate and clean footwear on poolside, or wear overshoes, provided at
the centre
‘Adults in Charge’ must assist the KAL School Swimming Teachers during the lesson through patrolling,
observations and encouraging pupils
‘Adults in Charge’ must ensure that pupils are supervised in the changing rooms and leave the pool on
time
‘Adults in Charge’ are only responsible for raising the alarm in an emergency – they are not expected to
enter the water to make or assist with a rescue
‘Adults in Charge’ must be aware of which pupils they are responsible for observing (e.g. if a swimmer
needs a ‘spotter’ or if the ratio between KAL School Swimming Teachers and pupils exceed 1:20
‘Adults in Charge’ are in charge of behaviour issues, both in and out the water
‘Adults in Charge’ must be aware all emergency procedures and what their role is in an emergency (e.g.
help clear the pool, register pupils, line up by the nearest exit)
‘Adults in Charge’ must at no time be left solely in charge of a lesson, but may support the KAL School
Swimming Teacher with delivery to pupils within the group; this is recognised as good practice
‘Adult in charge’ must ensure swimmers arrive ‘Swim ready’ to allow for minimal changing time at the
pool facility.
‘Adult in charge’ must ensure all persons sanitise before access to transport and swimming pool facilities.
‘Adult in charge’ must check changing areas and sanitise before and after each school user group.
‘Adult in charge’ to ensure all measures introduced through the COVID secure guidance is adhered to.
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Input onto Sharepoint
Initial:
Date:

Appendix 2

INCIDENT REPORT FORM
(Once completed, please give to site manager)

Section One - INFORMATION
Which site did the incident occur

Date

Time

Did the incident result in and injury?

Yes

No

Was it a pool rescue?

Yes

No

Did the incident involve verbal or physical violence?

Yes

No

am/pm

Section 2 - PEOPLE
Person
Type:
First Name

Public

Tel No

Staff

Contractor

Surname
Parent / Guardian (if under 16)

Other
DOB
Birth

Age

Address

Name and address of witness or other people / staff involved

Section 3 - DETAILS
Site Location (room / area within site)
Incident Location (exact spot within that room/area)
Title statement of incident
Tick all appropriate boxes

TYPE OF INCIDENT
Occupational Disease

Non-injury accident

Minor injury

Major injury

Dangerous occurrence

Fatality

Near miss

Physical violence

Verbal violence

Give an account of what happened, including relevant events leading up to incident (please supply supporting documents e.g.
photographs, witness statements)
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Please complete this section for All accidents & incidents
Was any first aid treatment given?

Y/N

If so give details of treatment:

TYPE OF INJURY OR ILL HEALTH

Please place a tick against the appropriate box

Amputation

Cut / Scratch

Poisoning

Back Pain

Dislocation

Scald

Break / Fracture

Epilepsy

Shock

Bruise / Swelling

Eye Injury

Strain / Sprain

Burn

Internal Injuries

Cardiovascular [heart problems]

Irritation

Stress related problems [anxiety,
depression, neurological disorders

Concussion

Leg, arm, neck – musculoskeletal

Other – Please state:

LOCATION OF INJURY OR ILL HEALTH

Please place a tick against the appropriate box
Other – state:

Ankle

Eye

Head

Shoulder

Arm

Face

Lips

Stomach

Back

Finger

Leg

Toe

Chest

Foot

Neck

Whole Body

Left Side

Ear

Hand

Nose

Wrist

Right Side

ABOUT THE INCIDENT

Only tick one box describing what happened

Drowned or asphyxiated

Explosions or Fire

Injured while handling, lifting or carrying

Breathing apparatus

Slipped, tripped or fell on the same level

Diving Operations

Fell from a height - state height:

Collapse of scaffolding

Injured by an animal

Structural collapses

Pressure Systems

Releases of flammable liquids and gases

Overhead electric lines

Biological agents

Electrical incidents causing explosion or fire

Hazardous escapes of substances

Another kind of accident – (please supply supporting documents e.g. photographs, witness statements)

Section 4 - ACTIONS
What action has been taken to prevent the accident or incident
reoccurring?

Indicate actions
taken at this time

*Delete as
necessary

Sent back to *activity / *work

*Sent / *taken home

*Sent / *taken to hospital

Referred to doctor

FORM COMPLETED BY NAME: ____________________SIGNATURE: __________________ DATE: _______
FIRST AIDER NAME: ____________________________SIGNATURE: __________________ DATE: _______
MANAGER / TEAM LEADER NAME: _______________SIGNATURE: ___________________ DATE: _______
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Appendix 3

KAL School Swimming
Site-specific worksheets
If you are timetabled at this site please familiarise yourself with this document:
Site:
Academic year:

1. What are the dimensions of the pool, (width, length, depth range)?

2. What are the common hazards – risks in and around the pool?

3. What type of alarm system is in use and what rescue equipment is available?

4. Who is responsible for maintaining the rescue equipment and reporting of any
additional hazards or risks?
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5. What first aid / evacuation equipment is available and where is it located?

6. Who is responsible for maintaining and replenishing first aid stocks?

7. What course of action would be taken if practice falls outside the school
swimming policy?

8. Where is the designated evacuation assembly point?

9. What is the address of the site for navigating the emergency services?

10. What is the address of the local accident / emergency department?
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11. Where is the designated entrance / exit for emergency services?

12. What is the procedure for reporting a minor and major incident?
Minor...
Major...

13. Lifeguard ‘do’s and don’ts’ Fill in the gaps with the words listed below...
Leave / qualified / vigilant / distracted / monthly / safe

Do...
Remain
Ensure
Attend

Don’t...
at all times.
practices are adhered to.
safety training.

the poolside during lessons.
Become

whilst supervising your swimmers.

Swim without

persons present.

Please answer the following from a school swimming perspective…
14. What is the procedure in the event of a bomb threat?

15. In the event of an intruder on site what is the lock down procedure?

16. What is the procedure for a fire evacuation?
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17. What is the procedure for a serious injury to pupil(s)?

It is important you familiarise yourself with the following procedures in order to direct
school staff and pupils in the event of any emergency situation

 Serious Injury to Pupil(s) Procedure
 Emergency Plan: Bomb threat / Shelter / Lock-down
 Fire Evacuation / Evacuation Procedure

Site:
Responsible person:
Academic year:

2020/21
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All KAL School Swimming Teachers must sign and date the following form to acknowledge
a full understanding of the site-specific requirements for any new members of KAL/School
staff.

Name

Sign

Date

Contact in the event of a staff absence / staff incident
School Office

SPIE Caretaker
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Appendix 4
KAL systems, procedures & contacts
Contact Sickness Procedure
o In the event of any illness/absence of school swimming teachers, contact the KAL on
call central contact number 01484 271554.
o You will required to inform the designated person of which site you should be
working at and what role you would be performing i.e. school swimming activator or
school swimming lead. You will also be required to give as much information on the
nature of your absence and your expected return or if you will require further
medical assistance.
o

Must be informed from 7 am and no later than 7.30am to ensure cover can be
allocated.

o If cover is needed for consecutive days, this must be conveyed no later than 5 pm.
o Any illness lasting longer than 7 days will require a medical certificate which must be
forwarded to schoolswimming.admin@kal.org.uk

Group Lead/AS & A Manger
o Outside hours work phones need to be switched on from 07:00am on your
designated day to receive any calls regarding sickness and cover required.
o Once a call has been received the designated member of staff is required to
contacting staff on the school swimming cover sheet on sharepoint.
o Once covered you need to inform the instructors/lead teacher at the site who
the cover will be for that day.
o If cover can’t be found the designated on call member of staff for that day is
required to inform their line manager that they will be attending the site to
commence cover. The line manager is then required to continue finding cover
to relieve the designated person.
o A first call check list is required to be completed on the MY KAL hub.
Group Lead/AS & A Manager
Contact: 01484 271554
o The contact number above will be available from 7am Monday to Sunday.
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Appendix 5
KAL Contact & Communication Flow Chart
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Appendix 6
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KAL School Swimming
Contact for all School Swimming Enquiries
Email: schoolswimming.admin@kal.org.uk or Telephone 01484 271554.
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